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Introduction

This paper outlines a program evaluation process and makes some
observations about it and about evaluation in general. It also provides
information on how evaluation can assist, set, and maintain program direction.
Program evaluation has been likened toan "acquired taste, and not aneasily
acquired taste" (Patton, 1990). Educational administrators may fail toevaluate
because ofcosts or the fear ofjudgement oraccountability. Coastal resource
educators may fail to evaluate from thelack of incentive, knowledge, orboth.
Failure to evaluate, however, may reduce the credibility of program services
and keep them unresponsive to needs. My intention is to point out several
ways evaluation can be used to assist coastal and marine resource educators
to "assess the past and confront the future" while providing educational
programs that are credible and responsive to needs.

A Recommended Approach

Programs can be considered sets of resources and activities directed
toward one or more common goals. Evaluation isa more or less systematic
assessment of at least some aspect of a program. These definitions are as
straight-forward as I canmake them because my first recommendation is to
keep things assimple aspossible. Don't get hung-up onthe definitions ofthe
terms "program" or "evaluation." The real world is that we must and can
produce results in areas where there are no uniform or consistently applied
definitions to use inourwork. How many of you have been involved with a
group or committee trying to define planning? I have and it is not a pretty
sight. The worst case is when program administrators watching staff going in
definitional circles get turned-off or scared-off. This is not what you want
when you are trying to institute evaluation in your agency, department, or
program.

The bare bones delineation of an evaluation process I will be
referring to follows Austin (1984):

1. Identify and involve stakeholders
2. Focus the evaluation

3. Design the procedures
4. Gather and analyze the data
5. Interpret and report the findings

Here isa general point about evaluation and the importance ofstep
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one. First and foremost is the notion of use. Evaluations, like plans, are not
meant to be completed with a lengthyshelf-lifeexpectancy. Evaluators must
remember their efforts are not ends but means to improved decision-making
or decision-aiding. Therefore, it isveryimportant in evaluation pre- planning
to establish a process for meaningful inclusion of those affected by the
evaluation in the conduct of it. Those individuals are considered "stakeholders"
in the jargon of the profession. Thus, step number one is very critical.

Focusing

Focusing means answering the questions of use. What use will be
made of the evaluation effort? Who will use it? Are administrators
interested in assessing program effectiveness and efficiency, or program
impact? Are unintended outcomes important? Evaluations can answer
various questions; it is always useful to know what they are up-front, without
surprises at the end. In coastal education programs, we are probably most
interested in answering questions such as "is this program effective?" Have
we "reached" program participants with our message? Has learning taken
place as anticipated? Evaluations can be focused by the use of steering
committees that should contain major stakeholders.

Design

When it comes to evaluation design, the universe of procedures can
be intimidating. Evaluation encompasses a broad range of activities and
methodologies. Because evaluation has been considered applied social
science research, the dominant approach is based on the experimental
paradigm. Dependent and independent variables are established.
Measurement after intervention is done quantitatively under controlled
conditions, often to infer a cause and effect relationship. If your evaluation
experience is similar to mine, you have found the higher echelons of federal
government to be very unlike laboratories. Controlled conditions are
generally absent, and decisions to begin, modify, terminate, or continue
programs or activities are generally made in a non-experimental context.

The evaluation literature is replete with procedural examples based
on qualitative assessment techniques. This is comforting and of importance
to educators and others interested in evaluating coastal education
programming. As educators we are aware that standardized tests will not
measure allimportant benefits of educational programs oractivities. Learning
takes place outside the laboratory, too. There are otherreasons for us to look
away from the "scientific model" of evaluation for the results we seek.
Educational initiatives in the coastal zone are usually associated with
governmental and private programs, which are frequently characterized by
uncertainty that mitigates against the use of standard evaluation techniques.
This uncertainty ismanifested inincomplete or unclear program structure, e.g.
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goals and objectives that defy evaluation. Also, programs change during their
implementation. Then there is the delay between so-called "cause" and
"effect." We want some coastal education programs to change behavior.
Don't litter on the beach. Don't walk or ride on the primary dune. Respect
areas closed to protect shorebirds like the piping plover. We are educators,
facilitating learning and sometimes hoping for behavioral change. This
connection is not immediate in most cases and delays confound analysis. So,
evaluators should not get hung-up on the intricacies of evaluation design
because the real world works against it. Top-level administrators will
probably not be hung-up on design, either. They tend to admire simple
commonsenseapproaches. In essence, probable andapproximate answers are
important to the development and implementation of coastal education
programs.

Data Collection. Analysis, and Presentation

Data collection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of findings
are the final collective steps in the evaluation model I have been following.
I decided for discussion purposes to lump and not split these facets of
evaluation because they are so interdependent. Evaluations and evaluators
can be pressed todeath bythe weight ofinformation collected and presented.
Decision-makers can be bored to death if they have towade through lengthy
explanations onapproach, orqualifications to findings and recommendations.
They may refuse to read evaluation reports because of the competing
demands on their time. Useful evaluations are the quest, and utility and
brevity often go hand-in-hand in abureaucracy. Also, most ofus will probably
evaluate on-going programs for program improvement purposes. This is
called formative evaluation; it will probably reveal remedial program
improvement measures which do not surprise program participants or
administrators. These should be presented asaction items withlittle attention
paid to lengthy report writing. A one-page approach to business here is a
good idea.

Needs Assessment

Evaluation can be used to help establish program direction. The
"needs assessment" is acommon evaluative initiative. It captures the perceived
difference between "actual" and "ideal" conditions by use ofvarious techniques.
Questionnaires are a common tool for gathering needs assessment
information. Needs assessment has been used with some success prior tothe
establishment of three to five year aquatic education programs funded by the
Dingell-Johnson/Wallup-Breaux (Sport fish Restoration) Act as amended).
These programs, which are joint federal and state efforts, are ambitious
additions to the coastal education scene. My experience administering these
programs in Region One of the Fish and Wildlife Service indicates the needs
assessment tool is beneficial as a direction-setting mechanism. It also
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indicates the need for training of state and federal personnel in this area.
Needs assessment is not a cure-all, and there has been a fair amount written
in the evaluation literature on the conceptual and practical shortcomings of
this approach.

Maintaining Program Direction

Once established, program direction canbe maintainedby evaluation.
Maintaining program direction relates to program control. Control of an
aquatic education program can be enhanced by administrators and educators
who conduct "Triple E" analysis or evaluation. Evaluation of effectiveness,
efficiency, and economy fall under this umbrella. As one example,
effectivenessevaluations seek to answer the question,"Are we doing the right
thing?" Ordinarily, they are designed to assess the attainment or lack of
attainment with respect to objectives. Coastaleducation programs are usually
meant to attain educational outcomes pertaining to knowledge and skills,
attitudes, interests, and appreciation. These are derived from Bloome's
famous monograph on the taxonomy of educational objectives (1959).
Examples are the National Aquarium's "Living in Water" and the State of
Oregon's "Stream Scene." Learning outcomes are stated in the language of
educational objectives. Students recognize, predict, identify, etc. Evaluating
the effectivenessof these programs involves assessing whether objectiveshave
or have not been met. Measuring attainment of these objectives can be
accomplishedby pre-tests and post-tests.If objectivesarebeing attained, these
programs can be judged educationally effective. Without evaluation this can
only be inferred.

Conclusions

Evaluate your coastaleducationprograms. Don't be hung-up on what
evaluation is, nor on the finer intricacies of evaluation design. Think about
how evaluations can be useful to you and others interested in program
success. Get the people affected by the evaluation to work with you on it.
Start with evaluating the accomplishment of your objectives. You may find
new and improved objectives are needed. When you remedy this condition
you will be more in control of your program, more accountable, and assured
you efforts are making a difference.
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DC. THE HUMANITIES AND THE COAST



Jack Rudloe's Coastal Walden: The Living Dock at Panacea

Dennis Berthold

Texas A&M University

When most people think of Henry David Thoreau's narrative,
Walden. they think of the quiet body of water that gave the book its title: a
sixty-acre freshwater pond thirty miles west of Boston. Neither the book nor
the place would seem to have much relevance to the seacoast, particularly to
the daily activities of a marine specimen collector. Yet Jack Rudloe, a
self-educated marine naturalist, found in Thoreau's 1854 masterpiece both a
philosophic guide and a literary model for, The Living Dock at Panacea, an
autobiographical account of a year spent collecting marine specimens along
Florida's panhandle coast. "If Thoreau can write a book about a pond," his
editor told him, "you can write one about a dock." Rudloe complied with a
chronicle of one year on his "living dock," a big wooden structure extending
several hundred feet into Dickerson Bay at the little fishing town of Panacea
on Florida's panhandle.

Dickerson Bay is as special to Rudloe as Walden Pond was to
Thoreau. Its incredible fecundity gives birth to more fouling growths than
almost anyplace Rudloe knows of, quickly covering the pilings with so many
hydroids and barnacles that it seems alive, a "living dock" that providesmany
of the specimens Rudloe needs for his business. Like Walden Pond, Rudloe's
dock is more than a place. It is a symbol of humanity'srelationship to nature,
a relationship that extends inward by encouraging meditation and reflection
and outward to encompass the total environment-tide flats, salt marshes, and
the sea itself. "A dock fills a need of mankind," Rudloe says; "it provides a
bridge between land and sea" (Rudloe, 1977). Just standing on the dock, he
continues, "makes trouble fade off into the background. All your problems
are left on the dry landwhileyou havealmostall the security of land beneath
your feet and all the openness of the sea before you" (Rudloe, 1977).
Similarly, Thoreau sawWalden Pondas a place that connected the individual
with the expansiveness of one's inner self, a self potentially as vast as the
ocean: "there are continents and seas in the moral world, to which every man
is an isthmus or an inlet," Thoreau wrote in his concluding chapter;"... it is
easier to sail many thousand miles through cold and storm and cannibals,..
. than it is to explore the private sea, the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean of one's
being alone" (Thoreau, 1854). For both Thoreau and Rudloe, to explore
nature is to exploreoneself, for the boundary between human beings and the
natural world is less determinate than we realize. Life on the
margins-whether the margin of a pond or the margin of a continent-exposes
human beings to new worlds, new orders, and cycles of being that ordinary
observers only dimly fathom.

Literary critics are expert at finding parallels and mutual influences
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betweenworksof literature that seem remote to the ordinary reader. While
such evidence is important in this case, this alone is not the aim of my paper.
Rather, I think that reading Rudloe's work in the light of Walden highlights
Rudloe's own attempts to formulate a philosophy of the coast, to move
beyondthe naturalistic record to a deeper understanding of man's relation to
the environment. As collector and supplier of marine specimens, Rudloe
could have been content merely to dredge the bottoms, cull the desired fish
and crustaceans, and send them off to the university laboratories eagerly
awaiting new subjects for experimentation and research. Indeed, a common
theme that distinguishes Rudloe's activities from Thoreau's is the practical
demands of commerce, the supplier's need to fill orders from distant
laboratories in a responsible and timely way. Thoreau, a bachelor living
temporarily on his friend Ralph Waldo Emerson's acreage, had no
responsibilities and could always earn a few dollars by surveying a neighbor's
land or picking up odd jobs of carpentry and day labor. Rudloe, a married
man trying to establish a home and small company in a small fishing village,
ismorebusinessman than bohemian. He must profit, however modestly, from
his work. Commercial values and demands thus motivate much of Rudloe's
activities, andevenaffect hisview of marine organisms. He avoids picking up
a spider crab on one outing because, as he notes, they're easy to get and
besides, they eat too much: "If you didn't watch them they'd eat the tanks
barren," he writes. "I'd walk in some morning and see a one-dollar spider
crabsittingthere havinglunch on a seven-dollar searobin-it happened all the
time" (Rudloe, 1977).

Such disarming frankness makes Rudloe, despite his commercial
motives, similar to Thoreau. Bothmen recognize that, indifferent ways, they
are part of the world they observe, that theirhuman values intermingle with
andcolor theirobservations of the natural world theyarewriting about. They
recognize the distortions caused by human interaction with nature, and try
theirbest to see nature unalloyed. And theyrealize thatin so doing, they may
be able to see humanity-or at least themselvcs-unalloyed as well.

The books share numerous formal characteristics that establish the
conscious parallelism. Both arechronologically arranged around the seasonal
cycle, Thoreau beginning in May and Rudloe in summer. This allows both
authors to develop the commonplace theme of birth, maturity, death, and
rebirth. As Thoreau exclaims in his penultimate chapter, "Spring," "Walden
was dead and is alive again" (Thoreau, 1854), a theme Rudloe echoes when
he notices the shrimp returning to Dickerson Bay in October: "It was good
to see the bay alive again," he writes (Rudloe, 1977). Within this orderly
pattern of seasonal change, both writers digress freely with anecdotes from
past and future experiences, thus avoiding the potential monotony of a
journalistic or diary-like account of their experiences. Both develop a
scientific persona, a knowledgeable authorial voice that freely uses Latin
names for species and gives numerous details about the natural history of
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particular flora and fauna as wellas the surrounding environment. Although
both are philosophic andmeditative, neither sentimentalizes. They recognize
that the larger cycle of life and death involves them as well as the creatures
and natural phenomena they observe. Their common personal involvement
with nature reveals a subtler and more important parallel: both books are
dramas of self-discovery, accounts of theirauthors' movement from ignorance
to knowledge of themselves and the world around them. In this sense, both
works are experiments in livingand writing, provisional accountsthat observe,
speculate, and meditate on humanity's complexconnection with nature.

At the core of both books lies a central question: Is there any
difference between the human and the natural? How one responds to this
question might affect one's views on environmentalism, land management
practices, or even coastal use policies. For Thoreau, the answer is yes. In
a central chapter, "Higher Laws," he envisions humanity constantly ascending
and developing until it reaches a more spiritualized state of existence. He
admits to his own primitive instincts that motivated him in his youth to hunt
and fish, andconfesses to glimpsing a woodchuck andexperiencing "astrange
thrill of savage delight" that made him feel "strongly tempted to seize and
devour him raw" (Thoreau, 1854). Once, in fact, he did kill a woodchuck that
ravaged hisbeanfteld and ateit "partly for experiment's sake" (Thoreau, 1854);
and in the midst of his meditations on "Higher Laws," he says "I could
sometimes eat a fried rat with a good relish, if it were necessary" (Thoreau,
1854). Thoreau acknowledges his kinship with nature: "We are conscious of
an animal in us, which awakens in proportion as our higher nature slumbers"
(Thoreau, 1854), and his whole experience at Walden Pond may be taken, at
least partly, as an experiment in bringing this animal consciousness to the
surface. Yet transcendentalist that he was, he finally attributes these base
urges to man's current existence "in the larva state," and compares present
humanity to gluttonous maggots and voracious caterpillars (Thoreau, 1854).
We should look forward, he advises, to evolving into a higher, more
spiritualized state of existence, like the butterfly, eventually overcoming our
baser desires and needs and letting the "mind descend into [the] body and
redeem it" (Thoreau, 1854). Mind over body-this is the "higher law" Thoreau
posits and tries to follow, knowing how difficult it is and yet striving toward
it in order to fulfill the highest promise of being human-absolute freedom
and independence of thought.

Jack Rudloe addresses the question of the man-nature split another
way, and so reveals his contemporary and original contribution to the
philosophical dialogue with Thoreau. Unlike Thoreau, who was only dimly
aware of man's effect on the environment, Rudloe sees continual evidence of
the human threat to nature. The evidence of the gradually increasing
pollution of Dickerson Bay, of the increased Homebuilding along the sand
dunes in St. Joe's Bay, and the steady encroachments of U.S. ArmyCorps of
Engineer drainage projects on the marshlands that surround Panacea,
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dramatize to him that man is not evolving toward the higher law Thoreau
posits, but is becoming increasingly predatoryand gluttonous (Rudloe, 1977).
He is concerned with the destruction of sea turtle habitats, and in his most
recent book. The Wilderness Coast, recounts his efforts to keep loggerheads
from being chewed up by a giantdredging machine(Rudloe, 1988). Yet, he
recognizes his own involvement in this predation. His job requires him to
dredge the fragile coastal seafloor and pullup thousandsof poundsof sea life,
only a small portion of which he can use. He realizes that he too is polluting
the bay when the bilge pump from his shrimp boat sends oily water into the
sea, or when he paints his dock with toxic anti-fouling chemicals (Rudloe,
1977). He knows that he too is a predator, as voracious as the sharks he
catches for a living. As a permanent resident of the coast, one who makes his
livingthere and relies on its resources, he cannot transmigrate so readilyinto
the butterfly state envisioned by Thoreau. And this intimacy with coastal life
provides a different answer to the central question. Is there a difference
between man and nature? For Rudloe, the answer seems to be "no."

The best exampleof this is whenhe receives an order for a gallon of
blood from a live shark. The going rate is $400a gallon,and although sharks
have proved unprofitable in the past, he needs the money. On his way out to
the shark-fishing grounds, he reflectson the wastecausedby sports fishermen,
those who reel in a struggling shark, shoot it, and then cut it loose to sink.
When this happens, Rudloe writes, "I feel there is some kind of crime against
nature being committed. If the shark were used somchow-for food or for
science-then somehow taking away its life wouldn't be as bad and wasteful"
(Rudloe, 1977). This is the ethic of conservation-take only what you need or
can use, destroy as little as possible, and leave the rest. It sounds workable,
and is comforting to the specimencollector as he goes forth to kill a shark for
one gallon of its blood.

After laying out the chum and dropping the heavily-baited hooks,
Rudloe begins to feel the creeping presence of one of nature's most feared
animals. He realizes that shark fishing arouses "some atavistic fear" in him
(Rudloe, 1977), something going back thousands of years in the human
species. While his rational self tells him the chances of shark attack are
minimal, his subconscious mind recoils with that persistent "fear of being
carried away in the jaws of a big shark." "Perhaps," he muses, "our atavistic
memories have survived over the hundredsof millionsof years from the time
when we were tiny helpless creatures evolving in a sea of large fish with big
nasty teeth. Down through the millennia, through the vast expansesof time,
we have been eaten again and again and again" (Rudloe, 1977). In contrast
to Thoreau, when Rudloe meditates on the relationship between man and
nature his thoughts move back in time, not forward. His reflections propel
him toward evolutionary and moral descent, not ascent, toward the primitive
shark, not the transcendent butterfly.
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With two of his employees helping him, Rudloe hooks an eight-foot
tiger shark and hauls it into the little tunnel boat, suspending it, still living,
from a small metal stern boom. While one helper cuts into the tail to sever
an artery, Rudloe holds a plastic jug to catch the blood. Just as the jug is
nearly filled, the shark whips its tail one last time, knocking the jug from
Rudloe's hands and spilling the precious blood all over the deck. "I looked
at this big creature of the open seas that had died in vain, and I felt lousy,"
writes Rudloe (Rudloe, 1977). He has violated his own ethic, his most basic
principleof conservation. He has wasted, not used. He is at this moment no
better than the sports fishermen he condemned earlier. Rudloe and his mates
soon catch another shark and fill the order, learning to lash the tail securely
before they cut it and dram off the blood. Now that he's learned how to
manage liveshark bloodcollection, he'lldo it again if another ordercomesin.
Despite feeling"lousy" about the waste, he admits that "there was still a lure
and a challenge that sharks presented, one I couldn't resist" (Rudloe, 1977).

In this incident,Jack Rudloe personifies Thoreau's "man in the larva
state." Even though he distinguishes his predation from that of the sports
fishermen, he feels a "lure and a challenge" to killing sharks thatgoes beyond
rational scientific or commercial aims. The atavism he experiences is
practically a blood-lust, in fact. Rudloe is the one who shoots the sharks with
a .22 caliber pistol, the one who administers the deadliest blow. When he
misses once and wounds the first in theheart, hecauses the excessive bleeding
that diminishes the supply of the resource he came to collect. Business
motives-profit and customer satisfaction-combine with the "lure" and
"challenge" of shark-fishing and drive him to slaughter two huge marine
animals for nothing more than their blood.

Thoreau, of course, would have condemned Rudloe for this act, even
though he would have understood it. While he was writing Walden, he paid
a few visits to Cape Cod and experienced firsthand what he called "this
voracious beach" (Thoreau, 1864), a wild and desolate place where death
seemed commonplace. On his way there he saw human corpses washed up
from a recent shipwreck, and at the Cape itselfhe found carcasses of all sorts.
Once, he came upon a dog eating the offal from a rotting cow. Although he
recognized the predation of nature, he could not accept it, and never
completed hisbook on his CapeCod, almost as if the harshness of the coast
was too much for him to bear. But Jack Rudloe did complete his work-he
has written five books about the north Florida Gulf Coast, in fact-and in
doing so he distinguishes a contemporary and perhaps peculiarly maritime
view of the human-nature question.

Though he dislikes the predatory impulses of human beings, even his
own, Rudloe gives them their due. In hisself-dramatization, he isasguilty as
any top-chain predator, thus implicating himself in the natural environment
muchmore fully thanThoreau. But if he is moreguilty, he is also moreinno-
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cent, for he is performing in harmony with nature rather than attempting to
rise above it. He is accepting nature, including human nature, on its own
terms, admitting to his atavistic impulses even when he dislikes them. Such
self-honesty is important when it comes to dealing with shrimpers, for
example, whose cooperation he needs when tagging sea turtles or horseshoe
crabs. He is one of them, a man who makes his living from the seacoast and
realizes its odd mix of fragility and fecundity. In "Higher Laws" Thoreau
wrote, "Nature is hard to be overcome, but she must be overcome" (Thoreau,
1854). Rudloe would ask, Overcome by what? At the coast, where human
beings can blend so readily with the wildest element on earth, the sea, the
interdependence of man and nature-really, the immersion of man in
nature-is brought home with full force. Unlike Thoreau, who turned his back
on Cape Cod, we realize today that the sea, particularly the coastal marshes,
tideflats, and estuaries, are a necessary part of human existence. Our
destinies are intimately intertwined with sea life, as Rudloe realizes when he
laments human depredations of the coast: "When sea turtles no longer crawl
up on the beaches to lay their eggs because they have all gone into cans of
soup," he writes, "the end of the world cannot be too far off. Empty seas,
without the enormous diversity of life, birdless skies and cultivated land
occupied only by people and a handful of creaturesbred expressly to service
people is something I find too appalling to contemplate" (Rudloe, 1977).

And yet the marine environment and sea-creatures that Rudloe
wishes to preserve function, like the shark, to remind us of our most
fundamental instincts and needs. The horseshoe crabs he collects for his

wife's research copulate constantly and alligators arise from the depths and
drag off his favorite airedale (Rudloe, 1988). All around him he sees an
enormous waste of life, making him wonder whether, finally, "all life has equal
value" (Rudloe, 1977). "Life is cheap," he concludes, not meaning it is
insignificant, only that it is abundant and easily replaced (Rudloe, 1977).
Instead of lifting us towardsThorcauvian "Higher Laws," Rudloe faces the sea
and its creatures for what they are, shearing them of the personifying
tendencies one finds in a popularbook about the coast such as Anne Morrow
Lindbergh's, Gift From the Sea, and giving us a more naturalistic, less
idealized view of the lessons nature teaches.

Rudloe's living dock is a symbol as powerful as Thoreau's pond, but
its meaning is somewhat different. As a manmade projection into a foreign
environment, it assertshuman authorityand powerover the environment. Yet
the amazing fecundity and resilience of sea life eventually overtakes the dock
and makes it part of the coastal environment, covering it with sea organisms.
At the end of the book, in fact, the coast even reclaims the dock. It is
destroyed in a hurricane, swept away in a blast of violence unimaginable at
Walden Pond. Nature, Rudloe realizes, is not so fragile as it might appear.
It can, if you will, fight back, and remind human beings of their limited
impact on the coast. Man's relationship with nature docs seem to be one of
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eternalstruggle, according to Rudloe,andanytranscendence abovethe "larva
state" is a fond hope at best. Perhaps our relationship is condemned to be
more discordant than harmonic, to be full of the same ambivalences and
conflicts that surface continually in Rudloe's personal reflections on his
ambiguous trade. Is he a killer or a conserver? Or is our view of nature still
in such infancy, so partial, that we cannot understand either its complexity or
the full effects ofour place in it? "Man likes to manage things," he realizes;
"He likes to putter and play and see what hecan do to reverse and manipulate
nature." And "I," Rudloe concludes, "am no exception" (Rudloe, 1977).
Because of his reluctance to spiritualize or idealize natural facts, even those
that implicate him in nature's predatory food chain, Rudloe may have
alienated the vast popular audience that wants reconciliation with nature on
humanity's terms. But nature is too vast to comprehend. Like Walden.
Panacea concludes on a note of final renewal when Rudloe rebuilds the dock
and Dickerson Baybeginsto recover from the hurricane. This "rebirth" shows
that "the life-building process goes on and on, but nothing lasts forever, not
even ourpollution and ouralteration of nature and herenvironment" (Rudloe,
1977). If human beings learn to take their place within the larger cycles of
nature Rudloe has traced, instead of always trying to control them, perhaps
an ecological balance can be maintained. And the living dock will take its
place in the endless cycles of birth and death as a symbol of the fusion of the
natural and the manmade, a relationship not of transcendence but of
symbiosis.
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The Texas Gulf Coast in Fiction: An Uneasy Setting

Stephen Curley
Texas A&M University of Galveston

In 1957, Walter P. Webb wrote that the Texas coast has a problem
finding a literary voice appropriate to its experience: "We have ignored the
Gulf, the Golden Coast, and the strange life of those who live on the edge of
the Texas sea. There is as yet no literature about it, and scarcely any history"
(quoted in Graham, 1985, p. 105). Some thirty years later things remain
pretty much unchanged. Inhis literary survey ofEast Texas, theBorder, West
Texas, urban Texas, and the Gulf coast, Don Graham says: "For whatever
reasons, as a literary region the Gulf Coast is theleast developed of the five"
(Graham, 1985, p. 92).

Why isthe Gulf coast relatively untouched byfiction? The wide-open
spaces ofEast, West, and Borderland Texas continue tooffer settings for rural
or frontier fiction. Urban Texas-especially Houston, Dallas-Ft. Worth, and
San Antonio-offers a modern setting for exploration ofa new breed of city
folks. But the Gulf coast has not defined itself as sharply, has not been
accepted in fictional consciousness. Bryan Wooley (1985) says it is a matter
of image. "The classical image of the 'typical Texan' isn't nautical. The
stereotypewears a ten-gallon hat and cowboy boots and rides a horse in the
cattle kingdom. He's never in sailor's garb, never working the deck of a
seagoing vessel or hauling a shrimper's net from the deep or unloading
freighters on the docks. Even the Texan's own image of the Texas is tied to
the Iand-a huge land and a dry land, most of it-and the work we do on it.
We don't see ourselves as a sea people, a coastal people."

Still, there are some remarkable literary treatments of the Texas
coast. In this paper, Iwould like to look closely at three singled out for praise
by Graham (1985): a novel by David Westheimer; a novel by Stephen
Harrigan; and a short story by Donald Barthelme. The three illustrate a
tendency to use the coast as an uneasy setting for the failed or failing
relationships between man and man, man and beast, man and the
environment.

David Westheimer (1948) begins hispoignant novel, Summer on the
Water, with alyrically enervating description of Pine Creek, a fictional version
of Houston's suburban Clear Creek, as"...an uncertain stream. It twists and
crawls and inches its way toward the sea in wide loops and sudden bends and
sprawls among the swamps, forests and flatland ofSouth Texas like a flung
chain" (p. 1). In this Jackson Pollock painting, the narrator splashes and drips
words and phrases toconvey asense of the fortuitous, aimless way of nature
in these parts. He shows us an environment ofnegatives: the stream is"...not
straight and true and purposeful" (p. 1). And that negative quality-or lack of
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quality-seems to infect Pine Creek's inhabitants. "Along its widening bed are
scattered the stragglingdilapidated farmhouses ofmen as feeble and uncertain
as its own sluggish waters" (p. 2). Are the men or their farmhouses "...feeble
and uncertain"? Perhaps both. It is difficult to say because the language is
as ambiguous as the stream.

The whole effect is Southern Gothic, full of mildew, mold, and
Spanish moss choking, rotting, and ruining. And for what? "For nothing it
struggles, winds, twists, cuts, digs, marches, retreats toward the sea through
prairies, thickets, forests and marshes, but along its banks are the rough
cabins of poor men, the houses of those who seek pleasure or peace, the
mansions of the wealthy and brawling, fish-smelling honky-tonks, cafes and
bait houses. Rowboats and yachts, speed boats and sailboats, shrimpers,
trawlers and aquaplanes roam its dull, placid surface. Men fish, swim and
boat in it, for food, for pleasure, for the satisfaction of incoherent hungers.
Summer on Pine Creek, summer on the water, has something for all men,
something to share, something to treasure, something to throw away when
summer is gone" (p. 6).

Summertime and the living is too easy: "The creek made things easy
for a man." For sixty-year-old Grover Johnson, one of the almost anonymous
supporting characters along the creek's banks, it is an escape from his own
unacknowledged but nagginghuman needs. Here, he reflects, you don't need
any "fancy" tackle or gun, when a simple drop line can haul up "...something
good to eat without so much as workingup a sweat." With a beat-up old skiff,
you don't need any fancy car. And you sure don't need any women: "Pine
Creek didn't talk back like a woman, or paint its lips or snigger or marry a
man and then run away from him." Johnson is so numbed that "...mosquitoes
did not hurt his insensistive skin" (p. 7). Pine Creek is his River Lethe, a
place away from life where he can forget the past, and almost forget the
present. At least he doesn't have to make any effort to live.

Westhcimer's novel is about failed relationships. Its plot revolves
aroundan intelligent black womanwhose freewillhasbeen squanderedalong
the banks of this meandering creek. Preferring the easy, secure life of playing
dumb maid to a fatuous white family, Mathilde is afraid to take a risk. She
givesup her one chanceto escapewith a virile, politically activeblack college
student. But, being a maid is not nearly so secure as she had thought. She
is raped by her white employer, Uncle Talbot Carably, and has to hide the
secret of her bastard son's father from Talbot's wife, Aunt M'Lou. Eight
years later, when she is wrongfully suspected of having an affair with their
white nephew, Mathilde is told she must either marry a dullard of a black
yardman or be fired. She chooses a thirdalternative-suicide by drowning in
Pine Creek. Thus, the curse on the House of Carably, inextricably linked to
life alongthe steamy Texas Gulf coast, finally claims her life as it has already
claimed her soul.
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Westheimer's novel deals with gaps in the relationship between
people. He suggests this symbolically ina localized image: "Across from the
pier a man and a boywere fishing from an anchored rowboat which bobbed
madly every time a speedboat raced by. The man looked upwhen theboats
roared past and once he shook his fist at a cruiser which came tooclose" (p.
36). Coming too close makes waves-physical disturbances for a placidly
anchored rowboat; coming too close in this tortured society seems fatal for
blacks like Mathilde. Mathilde, who cannot swim, spends many an evening
staring at the creek and humming "Danny Boy," whose lyrics speak of love,
separation, death, and return: "This isa lovely song, she thought, an old song,
a living thing which carries with it fragment of the weary past asPine Creek
carries driftwood to the bay" (p. 46).

Mathilde must adopt multiple personalities to survive. We are told
that "Mathilde lived three lives intheCarably household and onlyoneof them
was a true expression of character. With Talbot Carably she was brazen,
provocative, reckless; with his wife she was demure, efficient, sensible, a
perfect servant; and with Randy [her black boyfriend], and later Bobby Lee
[the Carabh/s nephew], she was herself-intelligent, honest, thoughful" (p. 51).
She believes she can sustain her two false fronts easily because-with good
reason-she feels superior to her employers. When a frustrated and stifled
Randy offers to take her up North, she says there is no need to run away.
"You can get along down here if you know how. Let them think we're dirt
and sit back and laugh inside" (p. 52). But Uncle Talbot's physical strength
and caste standing prove too much for her.

For Mathilde, theGulfcoast's promise of security is a heartbreaking
illusion. In the lush nightime, she dreams of her sea-changed "...body like
polished newivory shining between the vivid green of the water and the vivid
blue sky" (p. 61). Her daytime dream is similarly unrealistic: "It would be
wonderful to get into the boat and float endlessly with the current, free from
all fear and anxiety, away from the blanketing heat, the brooding moss-hung
oaks and M'Lou's nagging. If only that dream of hers was true, if only she
could float effortlessly and forever between the vivid green of the water,
moving effortlessly toward some peaceful, vast and enchanted sea" (pp.
195-196).

If only. But,as summer's stultifying heat increases, images of death
and decay are everywhere: The Spanish moss changed from greenish gray to
dull gray; the honeysuckle blossoms rotted on their vines, filling the air with
a dense, cloying scent, and then disappeared; the mockingbirds sang only in
the cool hours of morning and evening, and therank grass lay brown and sere.
Only Pine Creek remained unchanged, making its slow futile march toward
the sea,sighing gentlybetween its sunstricken banks.Sometimes a hot breeze
limped in from the land side scarcely strong enough to flutter the shades but
bringing discomfort and a horde of hungry mosquitos from the marshlands"
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(p. 148).

And Mathilde is left alone, with no one to help. She turns to the sea.
Pine Creek offersher the onlyway out, anescape from the "...evil, victorious,
mocking" cottage, trees, land and people. It holds out the promise of "...an
enchanted sea and a romantic island more clearly even than in her dreams"
(p. 257). Ironically the enchanted sea is suicide; the romantic island, death.

Stephen Harrigan (1980), too, in his lighter novel, Aransas, finds
community with people along the Gulf coast impossible. For that reason, his
protagonist Jeff Dowling, a superannuated hippie, turns to dolphins.
Harrigan, likeWestheimer, sees the Gulfcoast in negatives: the Texas coast
is a "...featureless land-and seascape" (p. 5), andAransas Bay"...is not a bay
at all, simply a place where the gap between the mainland and the offshore
islands is wide enough to warrant a name." This sense of vagueness and
murkiness~an existence without clear definition-pervades the novel. When
Dowling looks out upon the night, he sees only several spoilbanks in the
"...milky darkness" and a couple of sailboats with running lights, "...but
otherwise the baywas featureless, and the lights that fringed it seemed tenta
tive and imperiled" (p. 44). In the palpably humid air, he finds himself
"...moving with effort through the heavy, sluggish, barely breathable
atmosphere" (p. 46). Yet, Dowling feels at home in this seemingly
unhospitable place that had bred him and his friends "...like mosquitos" (p.
45).

Dowling recognizes theunsavory side of his "...painful stretch of coast"
(p. 26). To be sure, it's nothing like the postcard pictures of translucent
turquoise water on a bed of brilliant white sand: "...you could be certain of
that by simply looking out over the muddy water, at the tar-stained beaches
where the surfers rode paltry waves, waxing their boards and sprinkling meat
tenderizer on their man-of-war wounds" (p. 24). Scarred by the unplanned
and haphazard developments of condominiums, burger joints, and porpoise
circuses, its shores are "...littered with milk cartons and bleach bottles and
dead cabbagcheads" (p. 46).

Dowling's mother finds it more menacing than seedy, she is
frightened by the unknown it represents. She"...never liked the ocean-itwas
like a nightmare version of Kansas [her home state], a prairie that would not
bear one's weight" (p. 21). She fears what lies beneath its murky surface,
ready to obliterate herreality. A family anecdote, more legend than anecdote,
has it that Dowling's father was saved by a guardian-angel dolphin after he
was shot down over the ocean in the Second World War. She dung to this
story because she "...wanted to believe that something existed beneath the
surface of that water that was capable of treating her with kindness" (p. 21).
In other words, she hopes for the best but fears the worst.
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It's hard to tell heroes from villains on this mixed-up coast. Dowling's
environmentalist girlfriend writes an impassioned letter to the editor attacking
alocal land developer for turning her coast into "...an extended shopping mall"
(p. 106). Yet he turns out to be Dowling's surrogate grandfather, a well
meaning old man who is"...as innocent adespoiler as thehurricane that could
one day level all he had built" (p. 37). And even the girlfriend is forced to
admit that beauty onthe Texas coast is problematic. Before she had first seen
it, she was enthralled byher mother's babble about how wonderful theocean
was. But "...by the time we got here and I actually saw it I was kind of
disappointed. TheGulfof Mexico seemed like abargain-basement ocean" (d.
140). VF

The story ofAransas is astory ofambivalence. While Dowling helps
capture and train porpoises atthe request of thedeveloper, heboth hates and
is fascinated by it. For instance, in one ofthe speedboats that is closing the
circle ofanet around adolphin, he "...marveled at how neat itwas: the high
speed maneuvering, the completion of the prescribed pattern provided me
with an aesthetic rush" (p. 14). This closing circle pattern is symbolic of the
way things work out. Dolphins and people learn "behaviors" and "tricks" from
each other. For instance, Dowling learns about free will from a dolphin he
had captured; but bythe time he frees it, the dolphin has become too tame
tosurvive in the wild. The dolphin, echoing the pattern of Dowling's father's
story, saves Dowling from drowning. But, indoing so, thedolphin puts itself
at risk, is recaptured, and shipped off to a large dophin circus in Florida.
Ironically, Dowling comes to prefer the murk and mystery of the Texas Gulf
to the crisp, dry air of New Mexico or the crystal waters off Florida.
Picture-postcard clarity, biologists tell us, is evidence of the absence of
life-deserts and lifeless waters. On the other hand, murk and mystery teem
with life, whether it be mosquitos and stingarees or dolphin and people.
Surrounded byhis humid air and muddy waters, Dowling remains ambivalent:
"I could feel the ease and panic beneath the murky waters, the struggle for
sensation among the creatures there" in "...water nearly as thick and abiding
as the earth itself* (p. 260). He is ineluctably drawn to the mystery: "I knew
I wanted this brooding seascape around me for the rest of my life" (p. 260).

Westheimer and Harrigan are earnest, almost solemn; Donald
Barthelme is anything but. Yet, he too uses the Texas coast as an uneasy
backdrop for failing relationships. Here the alienation of man from himself,
others, and his environment. With wit and sinister charm, Barthelme (1981)
tells us afable in his short story "I Bought aLittle City." The idea for the plot
is simple. Land developers are often accused of playing God; what would
happen if one were to assume that role, almost literally? The unnamed
narrator in the story has somehow managed topurchase the entire island city
of Galveston. With disarming candor, he tries to allay our fears: "I told
everybody that nobody had to move, we were going to do it just gradually,
very relaxed, no big changes overnight. They were pleased and suspicious" (p.
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295). For good reason. Galveston, the narrator tells us almost immediately
afterwards, "...suited me fine so I changed it" (p. 295).

The narratorjust can't seem to take things as easy as he had planned.
He moves peoplearound as if they wereso manygame pieces. First he tries
a little urban renewal by the sea. An entire block of people is moved into the
Galvez Hotel and their old neighborhood houses are razed and made into a
park. The narrator doesn't pause to deal much with the reactions of the
island's citizens; that is not his main concern. Power is. Many projects later,
he has rearranged things to his own liking so artfully that from the air the
island looks like a jigsaw puzzle version of DaVinci's Mona Lisa.

On a whim, he suddenly decides that dogs are a nuisance and has
6,000 of them shot. When a dog owner complains, the narrator replies "I am
the sole owner [of this city] and I make all the rules" (p. 298). The rules and
his whims are the same. But when he shifts his interest from impersonal land
development to very personalattempts at adultery,he loses interest in his own
machinations. Thwarted in love and bored with power, he sells Galveston
back at a loss. His reflections on the meaning of his experience seem as
non-sequitur as his actions: "I learned something-don't play God. . . .
Probably I went wrong by being too imaginative, although really I was
guarding against that. I did little, I was fairly restrained. God does a lot
worse things, every day, in one family, any family, than I did in that whole
city" (p. 300). In other words, he excuses himself by shifting the blame
clsewhere-God plays God too.

The island is an inconsequential playtoy for a developer to
manipulate as far as his money and interest take him. In Shakespeare's King
Lear, Gloucester says, "As flies to wanton boys, are we to the gods; they kill
us for their sport." The Texas coast in Barthelme's short story bears a similar
relationship to land developers. The narrator's riotous exercise of absolute
interference in others' lives leaves him sadder and withdrawn. He moves fifty
miles north to Galena Park, where he refuses to meddle in community life at
all: he won't even run for the school board. The narrator shrinks in

significance to a mindless accumulator, a maker of lists of things to do,
another failed relator on the Texas Gulf coast.

Literature about the Texas coast tends to focus on the inhospitable.
A dime novel, The Freebooters: A Story of the Texas War (Aimard, 1861)
paints a nasty Galveston, full of "...bold gaps and sudden fissures in the tall
cliffs that border"its "...dangerous and ragged coast" (quoted in Graham, 1985,
p. 90). This early fiction got all the details wrong-Galveston is actually a flat
sandbar whose highest natural elevation is twelve feet above sea level—but
sounded an ominous chord that resonates in most literature about the Texas

coast. In his official report to the king of Spain, Cabcza de Vaca (1542)
described an island (likely Galveston) where natives died of dysentery and
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Spaniards resorted to cannibalism in a vain attempt to avoid starvation; he
named the place "Malhado" (literally, "island of doom"). In his novel,
Anything for Billy. Larry McMurtry (1988) has his narrator, a dime-novel
writer, cometo Galveston prepared for romantic encounters withApachesand
bandidos, but unprepared for mundane reality: "...what I gotinGalveston was
bugs I had not been on the Texas shore twenty-four hours before I had
to contend with lice, chiggers, mosquitos, nits, ticks, houseflies, horseflies,
bedbugs, beetles, ants, spiders, roaches, centipedes, scorpions, and gnats" (p.
55). In his classic science fiction short story "Earth Eighteen," Frederik Pohl
(1966) envisions theTexas coast asan appropriate stopon hisimagined future
tour of a United States laid waste by the effects of unchecked technology.
Houston "...is not recommended for more than a short visit because of the
unpleasant odorof a native hydrocarbon compound. Once usedas fuel, 'oil,'
as it is called, invades the drinking water, the air, andthe conversations of the
locals, who firmly believe it will once again have value, and who attempt to
trade 'leases' to travelers in exchange for chocolate bars or bits of colored
glass" (p. 419).
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Winslow Homen English Inspiration to American Realization

Priscilla M. Paton

Texas A&M University

Winslow Homer (1836-1910) has long been viewed as one of this
country's most accomplished, distinctive artists, and much of his reputation
rests on his paintings of the Maine coast. He has been called a most
"American" artist, "the quintessential Yankee New Englander — self-reliant,
strong-willed,practical, terse" (Judge, 1986). Homer was born in Boston, and
as a youth he trained there in a famous lithographer's shop. He recorded
many typical scenes of 19th Century life, from corn-husking parties to busy
city streets, in illustrations for Harper's Weekly. Later, he would provide
somber illustrations of the Civil War. An outdoorsman, he often travelled to
the White Mountains, the Adirondacks, and to the Bahamas. Homer spent
the last decades of his life in independent seclusion in Maine, away from any
artists' colonies, painting some of his most profound works. Homer is thus
identified with the stoic people he depicted and, as he lived and painted within
a stone's throw of the breakers of Casco Bay, he is also identified with the
free, rough sea itself. In this, the man and his work exemplify one 19th
Century ideal: the rugged man attuned to nature, moved by its grandeur yet
commanding its wildncss with his imagination.

However, the development of Homer's marine paintings is not
without "un-American" influences. Though Homer sought to paint "...with as
little interference from the outside world as possible" (Judge, 1986, pS), two
trips abroad did affect his technique and choice of subjects. A visit to Paris
in 1866 exposed him to French nature painters, such as Millet and Corot; to
the lighter palette and sophisticated composition of Boudin and Monet; and
to the bold patterns of Japanese art. A much later trip in 1881-1882 to
Cullercoats, an English fishing villageon the North Sea, is my concern in this
paper, because his stay there initiated his mature interest in the sea, and
thereafter his paintings began to take on a more suggestive, heroic, and
timeless quality. It is these paintings of the 1880s and 1890s that secure
Homer's reputation as original and important. It seem this most "American"
painter discovered a profound approach to his subject by observing the
atmosphere and people of England.

Before the trip to Cullercoats nearTynemouth, Homer's early seaside
pictures focused on fashionable resorts visited by fashionable ladies or on the
childlikejoys of boating. The Beachat Long Branch" (1869) showswhat one
critic calls Homer's "confident absorption of the stylistic devices ... found in
Japanese printsand French painting" (Wilmerding, 1972, p.86). However, his
colors remain richer than the light ones of many French contemporaries, his
surface seems less flat, as he "retains" an American interest in "solidly
modelled forms and deep spacial (sic) recession" (Wilmerding, 1972, p. 86).
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The shore, sea,and horizon here become part of the composition that creates
an illusion of depth, and a sunny bright setting for the ladies to enjoy, with
their parasols and viewing glasses, and to be seen against in thewell-pinned
outdoor finery.

In contrast to this refinement, one of Homer's most popular pieces,
"Breezing Up," (1876) conveys the freedom and pleasure of a boy's life. The
treatment of the waves, sky, and boat suggest easy, liberating motion. The
boys find nature their playground, an escape from school and responsibilities
made safe by the weather and presence of oneadult, probably very willing to
join them on such a sea.

But with his observation of life on the English coast, Homer's work
took on a more probing quality, dwelling on a threatening nature and the
anxiety or stoicism of a figure in an ominous seascape ("Inside the Bar,
Tynemouth" [1883]). Why Homer went to Cullercoats isa mystery, as much
in his life is a mystery because of his extreme reticence.

"But I think it would probably kill me to
havesucha thing[a biography] appear, and
as the most interesting part of my life is of
no concern to the public, I must decline to
give you any particulars in regard to it."
(to William Howe Downes, cited by
Wilmerding, 1972, p. 18).

Whatever Homer's private thoughts might have been, critics agree
that the stay at Cullercoats "proved to be a major turning point inhis career"
(Judge, 1986, p.48). We can only speculate that Homer wanted something
other than pleasant scenes of everyday life and sentimental subjects for
Victorian illustrations. Biographer Philip Beam believes that Homer's daily
notice of a demanding life "jarred" him from thecomfort of his "middle class
background" (Beam, 1966, p.19). The artist's subject matter changed as he
ignored stylish women at nearby English resorts to focus on the robust,
hardworking, and often anxious wives and daughters of fishermen. Also, while
Homer lived in a secluded cottage, his studio was near the Brigade Watch
House, featured behind the vigilant waiting women of "Perils of the Sea"
(1881). Danger and rescue at sea would become prominent in Homer's
English works and those of the following decade in Maine. Witnessing the
daily challenges facing the Cullercoats people, Homer took on his own new
challenge in an ancient theme: the struggle for survival inanature that could
change suddenly from beneficent to malevolent.

The"diffused English light" (Judge, 1986, p.48) and new atmospheric
conditions alsoinfluenced Homer'stechnique. Hiscolors becamemuted;grey
permeates his watcrcolor washes, complementing the sobriety of his new
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subject. He also worked more with charcoal and white chalk in preliminary
sketches, the underlying technique of "Perils at Sea," to achieve subtle texture
(Wilmerding, 1972, p. 135). Sparklinglight will return in his later watercolors
of the tropics, but, for now, a North Sea dampness and chill pervades.
Homer's human figures also become statuesque, suggesting that he had
absorbednot only English weather, but alsosome dominant trends in English
art. Many see in his strongwomen the classical modeling and timeless air of
Pre-Raphaelite art. I cannotnow explain that distinctive movement in British
culture, except to say that the Pre- Raphaelites sought a high-minded art of
thematic and technical clarity and integrity. Often, such painters as Edward
Burne-Jones sought artistic truth in very un-Homer-like subjects-the world
of ancient myth or medieval romance ( "Le Chant d'Amour" [1864]). The
powerful forms of Homer's fisherwomen resemble the grandeur of
Burne-Jones' "Le Chant d'Amour" and "Seated Woman." The almost
expressionless faces, devoid of individual personality, are also in Homer.
While the look may seem "vacuous" as one critic complains (Gardner, 1961,
p. 78), it may suggest the ancient serenity of classical sculpture. Indeed, an
influence on the Pre-Raphaclites andpossibly on Homerwasthe 5th-Century
B.C. Elgin Marbles housed in the British Museum. The nobility of the
marbles, conveyed by the full idealized figures, is updated by Homer in his
strong but less god-like presentation of youthful women facing the basic
elements of nature and their existence ("A Voice from the Cliffs" 1883).

In 1882, Homer returned to the United States and soon moved to
Prout's Neck, Maine. He had brought from England "watercolors, charcoal
drawings, and some oils,"-sources for work to come (Wilmerding, 1972, p.
135). He continued to focus on one or a few individuals struggling against
natural forces. The Gale" (1893) is a reworking of an English subject. The
first version featured the samebackground as"Perils of the Sea"-a boardwalk
and dock. Homer simplified and strengthened the composition, replacing the
boardwalk witha Maine ledge and using "brighter andstronger greens, blues,
and whites" (Wilmerding, 1972, p. 140) to convey the different atmosphere of
New England. I believe this painting and "Inside the Bar" are rare for the
19th-century in depicting a woman in a determined, even defiant, stance
against inhuman, hostile nature. Homer exhibited The Gale" at the 1893
World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago; it was awarded a gold medaland,
along with fifteen other works heshowed, established his national reputation.
A contemporary critic praises these paintings for"strong sincerity," "originality
of mood," "vigor of conception," and a"stern poetry of feeling... [Homer] had
never reached before" (Mrs. Van Rensselaer inWilmerding, 1972, p. 135).

In subsequent years, Homer produced many works now considered
masterpieces: The Herring Net" (1885); The Fog Warning" (1885); The Life
Line" (1884); "Eight Bells" (1886). Stern Yankee fishermen replace the sturdy
English girls, but the timeless themes of anxious survival and quiet heroism
remain. Carried too from thedangerous North Sea to Maine's icywaters was
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Homer's interest in rescue at sea. One of Homer's most dramatic paintings,
"Life Line," features a "breeches buoy" and a woman in distress. The
Victorian melodrama of virile rescuer and helpless maiden is downplayed,
though, bythewoman's scarf blown haphazardly across theman's face and by
the awkward vulnerability of both, nearly immersed in the jagged waves.

A more understated heroism appears in "Fog Warning" and "Eight
Bells". In a series on fishermen, Homer illustrates a relationship between
manandseathatmaybe life-sustaining but dangerous, detached but intimate.
In "Fog Warning," the man's face is turned away - as is often the case in
Homer ~ suggesting he is more type than personality, suggesting too a stoic
reserve. Also common for Homer, the painter chooses a moment when a
danger is revealed, or assessed, rather than a moment of resolution or
certainty about fate. In "Fog Warning," we cannot tell if the fisherman will
make it back to his ship. As one critic explains, the fisherman "pits his
physical strength, his knowledge, his experience, and his courage against the
sea with the calm heroism that is a component part of his daily existence"
(Prown, 1980, p. 89). According to Philip Beam, great schools of herring
came intoMaine waters in the early 1880s, and a local boy, Roswell Googins,
rowed Homer out to observe the fishing fleets, and "waited until nearly
nightfall for [the artist] to make sketch after sketch of the men and the boats"
(Beam 1966, p. 66). Googins, as a grown man, recalls for Beam that the fleet
used an"old-time method": they"fished from dories with gill nets ..., rather
than the more modern pocket nets" (Beam, 1966, p.68). Not only would this
method disappear as fishermen would change to fishing gear allowing for
"mass hauls," but the herring themselves would notcome back, possibly fished
out(Beam, 1966, p.68). In these paintings, Homer captures a formidable way
of life that is disappearing within his lifetime.

"Eight Bells" (1886), again portrays men in a pose realistic, but
generalized into an understated model of control, competence, and stoicism
before nature. To illustrate this moment, probably occurring after a storm
when the men take their coordinates, Homer uses a "simplified design,
concentration on major forms, and de-emphasis of subordinate details"
(Wilmerding, 1972, p. 139). Thus, he applies the grandeur of Pre-Raphaelite
paintings and classical sculpture to reveal the implicit dignity of these
seafaring men. While modern navigation maybe far more accurate and safe,
it may lack the dignity, the intimate link between the human and inanimate
nature (Wilmerding, 1972, p. 139) that must have fascinated Homer.

As the turn of the century- and modernism - approached, Homer
became more intrigued by the seaitselfashissubject, andbegan manystudies
of the seawithout a human presence, eg., "High Cliff, Coast of Maine" (1894).
These studies explore how painterly techniques can convey the realities of
water's movement and atmosphericchanges; they attempt to combine realism
with an evocation of a more mysterious nature. Homer observed the sea
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continually, took photographs, and sometimes spent a harsh winter at his
studio. But, along withhis scientific habit of observation, Homer's interest in
formalist issues - intone, light, juxtaposition of color --becomes pronounced
in his late paintings. He possessed a remarkable "ability to distill forms
almost to thepoint ofabstraction while still retaining their factual appearance"
(Judge, 1986, p. 89). "High Cliff, Coast of Maine" illustrates this ability and
reveals a shift in histreatment of human subjects. The commanding women
and men of the 1880s are reduced tobarely recognizable forms-their purpose,
perhaps, to provide scale or to suggest their own insignificance. Natural
forces dominate the painting: the massive rocks through their strong jagged
diagonals suggest adefense against the sea; thesea iscaught as it invades and
retreats from the cliff, and the spume created by the timeless opposition of
rock and water obscures the horizon. This power, an ancient and a present
force, isexaggerated in"Northeaster" (1895). Such works move away from the
theme developed in England, human survival, to create in paint the illusion of
movement and stillness, weight and lightness. These works are far removed
from other artists' benign, romantic depictions of sea and land in the early
19th-century, but Homer's paintings are still a meditation on nature: is the
dark background of "Northeaster" the presentation of a fact, the creation of
an unnerving mood, the suggestion of timeless, ominous powers continually
asserting themselves, or all of these?

Homer would not return to the heroic poses of his Tynemouth
period, but the matter of survival stays with him. While some of his late
paintings create harmonious moments, others push thethreat of nature toward
a dark conclusion. The GulfStream" (1899), shows a black man abandoned
in a disabled boat, as sharks circle about. That oil painting has itsconclusion
in the watercolor, "After the Hurricane, Bahamas" (1899). Tomy knowledge,
this is the only time since a few routine Civil War sketches that Homer paints
a human death. In 1909, the year before his own death, Homer painted
"Right and Left," which he described to his brother as "'a most surprising
picture'" (Judge, 1986, p. 86). This "surprising" oil is one ofHomer's paintings
embraced bymodernists. A barely perceptible hunter has just shot two ducks
with a double-barrelled shotgun. The unusual composition, with the
undersides of thewrithing ducks almost pushed into our faces, the confusion
ofwater and sky, the hidden hunter, arc akin to the cropping, displacement,
andunexpected perspective of much modern art. It also makes us askwhere
we are in relation to the scene: what relationship do we have to the ducks
with their pinpoint eyes - a direct confrontation we did not have with
Homer's fishermen - what relationship with the obscured hunter, the rough
waves and sky? Not a painting about thecruelty of hunting, "Right and Left"
nonetheless raises unsettling ideas about the relationship between human
beings and the natural world, and about the cold, abrupt death that occurs
somewhere between sea and sky-long-time subjects of Homer's vision.

From the fresh air joy of "Breezing Up," to the basic dignity of the
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Tynemouth women and Maine fishermen, and to his stern paintings of wave
and rock, Homer's work evolves to focus on survivalamidst powerful natural
forces. Along with the pieces begun in England, Homer's late paintings
illustrate his mature achievement in combining a sustained study of the
kinetics of water and reflection of light with human issues: pleasure and
survival; dignity and insignificance; solitude and mortality.
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